Peaceful Solutions
When you are the observer of life and simultaneously the observed, then solutions come from changing
self, rather than through forcing your will on the world...forcing conditions to change. Solutions neither
favour one over another, there is no need to sacrifice or compromise, there is only the path of highest
truth and expression that is agendaless.
All of life is a dream, and you are its lucid dreamer—all aspects of the dream become you as you take
up that power as center of your life. You have two choices in this moment: you either deny your power
and delay awakening, or you awaken as lucid dreamer now. All peaceful solutions are ones that lead to
greater wakefulness and increase the power of awareness in you. Peaceful solutions are transcendent
ones; other they are subject to the laws of compensation.
How to Reach for Transcendent Solutions?1
Transcendence is moving from one level of reality to another, wherein the disruption no longer exists.
We do this by mastering the stages of linear change—through self-scrutiny and self-transparency.
A first level is to master transformation by withdrawing any attention from unwanted situations in your
environment, recognizing that they exist only as you support them. There is no need to find out who or
what is at cause...you become cause of all as you recognize your power to move to a more refined life
in every moment. You have the power to choose the quality of the never-ending journey in each
moment of life.
Transmutation is then mastered through cultivating the perspective of 'alchemical poetry' (as captured
in the Poetry of Dreaming verses), where might and numbers are irrelevant, and everything pivots on a
single point. You know the one can affect the many, and as center of your life, you impact all that is
within it. You then live beyond all victimization and powerlessness, with hope that is undaunted by
apparent conditions.
Transfiguration becomes a mastered tool as you change the original patterns of your reality,
recognizing yourself as the original fractal pattern out of which your whole reality emerges. You do this
by breaking through perceived limitations and comfort zones... courageously expressing what has been
suppressed, which unleashes new powers and resources to revitalize your being and alter the
originating fractal patterns.
As all three tools of linear change are mastered, we transcend into the state of simultaneous observer
and observed, and life fluidly reshapes as we express and enact our highest choice that become the
peaceful solutions.
Contemplate the following principles (from Divinity and Elfin Quest), as you align exclusively in
peaceful solutions in life.
With the lightness of the butterfly, explore the adventure of existence. With the discipline of
the ants, weigh the consequences of your actions.
1 As taught by Almine in her many books, and recently again on I AM Presence.
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When life seems to have glaring imperfections, it is but a signal that certain areas of life need to
yield to a higher, evolved state. The urgency with which certain aspects beg for resolution
indicates that the birth of the new is at hand.
A problem is the unknown challenging you to turn it into the known through experience. To the
victor goes increased power and vitality. Innovative solutions can be found in the heart of the
problem by embracing the unknown.
Each makes his own reality by through the attitudes he wishes to cultivate and the emphasis he
chooses to give. Within our ability lies the power to live heaven on Earth and make all the world
our sacred sanctuary.
Through the knowledge that all life is constantly renewed, as the water in the river is constantly
refreshed, can we become free from the illusion of static form and unchangeable circumstances.
When we are entrenched in this realization, we have entered into a life of miracles.
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